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AMR TRAINING PROGRAM PROVIDES REAL-WORLD
EDUCATION FOR COMMUNITY AND BEYOND
THE CHALLENGE

THE SOLUTION

New employee training and regular recertification

Enter George. He’s known in the medical profession

are part of life for paramedics and EMTs. They must

as one of the most valuable and realistic teaching

recertify in Advanced Cardiovascular Life Support

tools for anyone interested in improving advanced

(ACLS), Pediatric Advanced Life Support (PALS),

life-saving skills. He has a pulse, realistic lung sounds

Prehospital Trauma Life Support (PHTLS) and

and speech capability.

Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) as often as
every two years.

George is a high-fidelity simulation mannequin,
and he provides both AMR caregivers and external

Such training and education is a non-stop focus for

clients the opportunity for a realistic education.

AMR Learning, the company’s centralized national

George allows participants to put him on a monitor,

learning department. “Our strategy is to create

give him medications and even defibrillate his heart.

a continuous pipeline of quality workers to meet
our work force needs,” said Lori Burns, Director,

Lickiss “works” with George at the AMR SimCenter

AMR National Learning. That strategy begins with

in Grand Rapids, Mich., the only state-of-the-art,

onboarding and continues throughout the careers of

fully staffed SimCenter in the region. Area hospitals

all AMR caregivers.

and local fire departments frequent the SimCenter,
particularly emergency department (ED) nurses,

The challenge is to keep the courses/programs new,

anesthesia groups and firefighter paramedics. “We

exciting and “hands-on” in nature. “It was time to

have healthcare professionals from as far away as

break the mold of the friendly, boring nature of most

Traverse City, which is more than two hours north,”

continuing education, which is the same classes and

said Lickiss. “They caravan together to take classes

the same interaction with the same equipment,” said

here rather than take them anywhere else. George

Patrick Lickiss, Manager of Clinical and Education

has certainly broadened the appeal of our program,

Services at AMR’s West Michigan operation. “We

and people are going out of their way to take

needed to mix things up and ensure that everyone

classes here.”

was getting the most out of these classes.”
George is surrounded by a cardiac monitor, a crash
cart and an airway bag, and is operated remotely
from a control room through one-way glass. An
operator speaks to participants as the patient,
allowing AMR to create participant-specific scenarios.
“As the participant performs a treatment, we
mark that in the computer,” said Lickiss. “You then
have a branching patient outcome based on how
quickly and appropriately the participant treats the
patient — all of which is audio- and video-recorded,

AMR

allowing users to view an in-depth analysis of their

“In talking to the firefighters who attended the

interactions with the patient.”

training, it was much different than training they

3

had done in the past simply because of the
Not only does George (along with other AMR

simulator,” said Chief Carmody. “The fact that you

simulation mannequins across the country) provide

can work with a device that responds back to you

users with a practice environment in which to

so realistically really enhanced the training. They

learn clinically prior to a real-life patient scenario,

were able to perform much more in-depth, real-

the center’s video-recording capabilities show
users how they are managing the patient from a
customer-service perspective. “The instructor can
simulate being the patient or a family member,
allowing the caregiver to also simulate how they
react,” said Burns. “It’s the perfect opportunity for
them to improve their bedside manner.”

THE RESULTS

world training with the high-fidelity mannequin as
opposed to the static type of mechanisms they’ve
used in the past.”
It has long been an AMR goal to be collaborative
with other health care organizations and employees,
and the SimCenter makes that possible every day.
“It makes for more effective simulation and roleplay when you have partners of different licensure

James Carmody, Chief of Police and Fire Services

levels, such as nurses, physicians and EMTs, working

for the city of Wyoming (Michigan), was adding

together in that type of real-life environment,” said

firefighters to his roster and wanted to expand his

Burns. “It helps ensure that caregivers are more

team’s ability to handle medical first response calls

prepared for the situations they’ll face, and that will

in the process. He felt that AMR’s SimCenter training

only benefit patients.”

was the best choice to meet his goals.
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